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IMPACT INVESTING

Sustainability is about survival
As we report in this issue, investing is no
longer seen as just a good cause, but at
once a golden opportunity and a global
imperative...

Featured stories from the December 2018 - January 2019 issue of Asia Asset
Management
A new revolution?
What’s after the boom?
Fintechs to watch
Walking the talk

Latest News
Korea’s KIC hires manager for first ESG mandate, adopts responsible
investing rules
| 10 December 2018

Responsible Investing: KIC didn’t disclose manager of $300 million mandate, says
guidelines will guide the fund in exercising shareholder rights

PE Panorama: Don’t bet heavily on IPO exits for private equity-backed
firms
| 10 December 2018

Private Equity: Deal making and acquisition valuations are likely to be better territory
for strong exits

Thailand mutual fund assets rebound in November
| 10 December 2018

Investments: Recovery aided by gains in equity and infrastructure funds

Taiwan’s PSPF opens tender for NT$30 billion domestic equity mandate
| 7 December 2018

Pensions: PSPF is looking for six domestic managers for the mandate, with each
receiving a quota of NT$5 billion
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